SIGHT WORD SENTENCES
LIST 6
Just to recap:
1.

Once a child has learned how to spell the sight words in LIST 5, you can begin teaching him/her how
to write and read these sentences.

2.

The suggested time for each sentence is 2 weeks, spending one week on vocabulary and the 2nd week
on the word family. Spend more or less time according to the child’s progress.

3.

The child should know how to spell all of the SIGHT WORDS in the sentence before moving onto the

4.

next sentence. The underline words DO NOT need to be spelled correctly to move on.
The underlined words can be replaced with different words to teach vocabulary.

5.

The word families are there to teach a specific spelling pattern.

It’s only four o’clock.

Vocabulary: time

Word Family: block, clock, dock, flock, knock, lock, rock, sock
People aren’t always kind.

Vocabulary: adjectives

Word Family: blind, find, hind, kind, mind, rind
The eggs fell off the table.

Vocabulary: nouns

Word Family: able, cable, fable, stable, table
These bowls are full of water.
Focus on spelling these, bowls and full

Vocabulary: foods

Those windows are clean.

Vocabulary: nouns

Word Family: bean, clean, jean, lean, mean
I want to buy a toy for my brother.
Vocabulary: toy names
Focus on spelling the words want, buy, brother and mother.
First, I need to save money.

Vocabulary: verbs

Word Family: brave, cave, Dave, pave, rave, save, wave
I can work hard to earn money.
Vocabulary: jobs (rake, mow, wash)
Focus on spelling the words work and earn.
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The clown made us laugh.

Vocabulary: people nouns

Review the ‘ow’ sound as in, brown, crown, drown, frown, gown, town,
Should I bring apples or bananas?
Vocabulary: plural nouns
Word Family: bring, king, ring, sing, sting, wing,
The children ate food together.
Vocabulary: plural nouns
Focus on spelling the words children and together (to-get-her)
The bird found its nest.

Vocabulary: its vs. it’s

Word Family: best, chest, nest, pest, quest, rest, test, vest, west
The bears scratch their backs.

Vocabulary: their vs. they’re

Word Family: batch, catch, hatch, latch, match, patch
The squirrels played for a long time, today.

Vocabulary: animals
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